
User Manual
Waveforms and response spectra are provided as Adaptable Seismic Data Format
(ASDF) (http://seismic-data.org/) or as ASCII �les (DYNA 1.2 format). Into ASDF and
DYNA 1.2 formats, response spectra are evaluated at 105 periods from 0.01 to 10
seconds.

Details on ASDF structure are available in Krischer et al., 2016
(http://dx.doi.org/10.1093/gji/ggw319)
(https://academic.oup.com/gji/article/207/2/1003/2583765). Response spectra are
stored into ASDF volume in the AuxiliaryData structure. Browsing ASDF volumes is
possible using many software (e.g. HDFView
(https://support.hdfgroup.org/products/java/hdfview/), ASDF SEXTANT
(https://github.com/SeismicData/asdf_sextant)) and many programming languages,
e.g. Python using modules such as pyasdf (http://seismicdata.github.io/pyasdf/) or
h5py (https://www.h5py.org/), MATLAB.

DYNA 1.2 ASCII format contains a 64 rows header and a data vector. Response
spectra �les contain pairs of period - ordinates.

http://seismic-data.org/
https://academic.oup.com/gji/article/207/2/1003/2583765
https://support.hdfgroup.org/products/java/hdfview/
https://github.com/SeismicData/asdf_sextant
http://seismicdata.github.io/pyasdf/
https://www.h5py.org/


ASCII-�le/ASDF-tag components
Following the Seed manual v 2.4
(https://www.fdsn.org/seed_manual/SEEDManual_V2.4.pdf), we adopt the
following components:

https://www.fdsn.org/seed_manual/SEEDManual_V2.4.pdf


net_code is the FDSN network code (1 or 2 characters,
http://www.fdsn.org/networks/)
station_code is the station code (3 to 5 characters)
location_code is the code which indicates the station location (0 to 2
characters); in �le names, the location_code '00' (double-zeros) is always
replaced by an empty string
channel_code indicates the instrument type and the ground-motion
component and has 3 digits:

1  digit for the band code (in our case H = High Broad Band i.e. sample
rate within the range 80-250 Hz);
2  digit indicates the instrument code: N, L, G = accelerometer (the codes
are the ones used as a convention by many networks),
3  digit indicates the orientation code: e.g. Z N E (traditional Vertical,
North-South, East-West), Z 2 3 (orthogonal components but nontraditional
orientations), etc.

Other speci�c components are:

event_id is the event identi�er

date is the event date as "YYYYMMDD"

time is the event origin time as "hhmmss"

�le_type is either ACC (acceleration), VEL (velocity) or DIS (displacement) for time
series, as well as SA (acceleration) or SD (displacement) for response spectra.

processing_type is either MP or AP (Manual or Automatic processing using the
schema by Paolucci et al, 2011) or CV (unprocessed accelerations ConVerted in
physical units). Details on the automatic processing can be found in Puglia et al.,
2018.

processing_type_old is either X (unprocessed, that is the same as the above 'CV') or C
(processed, same as above 'MP' or 'AP').

ASCII �le naming
The ASCII �les can be downloaded with two �lenames:

Default �lename:

'net_code'.'station_code'.'location_code'.'channel_code'.D.'event_id'.'�le_type'.'processing_ty

Old �lename: adopted in the previous versions ITACA 2.X:

'net_code'.'station_code'.'location_code'.'channel_code'.D.'date'.'time'.'processing_type_old'.

st

rd

th



ASDF tag naming
'location_code'_'channel_code'_'event_id'_'processing_type'_'�le_type'  

all characters in lower-case
not alphanumeric characters of 'event_id' are replaced by underscores

Examples:
The unprocessed acceleration time serie recorded by the Department of Civil
Protection network (IT) at San Giuliano di Puglia station (station code SGIUB), location
'00',component N, event ID 'IT-2002-0075' (occurred on 2002/11/12 at 09:27:48 GMT),
assumes the following names:

ASCII default �lename: IT.SGIUB..HNN.D.IT-2002-0075.CV.ACC.ASC

ASCII old �lename: IT.SGIUB..HNN.D.20021112.092700.X.ACC.ASC

ASDF tag: 00_hnn_it_2002_0075_acc_cv
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